Many engineering optimization problems can be considered as linear programming problems where the all or sum of the parameters involved are linguistic in nature. These can only be quantified using fuzzy sets. The aim of this paper is to solve fuzzy linear programming problem where the parameters involved are fuzzy numbers with logistic membership functions. To explore the applicability of the present study a numerical example is considered determine monthly production planning and profit of home-textile group. To solve this problem LINGO Software is used.
INTRODUCTION
A decision situation related to human aspect, in fact, has only a little to do with the absolute attributes -certainty and precision -which are not present in human cognition, perception, reasoning and thinking. There are many issues and things that can only be defined by vague and ambiguous predicates. Thus it has become clear that formal math-analytical modeling of a real decision situation does not reflect the pervasiveness of human perception, cognition and mutual interaction with the outside world [7] .
We often encounter difficulty that not all of the parameters for solving real decision problem are exactly known. The main problem in such cases is the problem of information acquisition and modelling them with proper stress [3] . The concept of a fuzzy set was introduced by Zadeh to represent or manipulate data and information possessing nonstatistical uncertainties. Extensive development of the theories fuzziness has to some extent, attempted to break this impasse [3, 7, 20] .
Bellman and Zadeh [1] introduced the basis of most fuzzy optimization problems, in which both objectives and constraints in an ill-defined situation are represented by fuzzy sets. The theory of Fuzzy Linear Programming (FLP) was first developed for solving imprecise or vague problems in the field of artificial intelligence, especially in reasoning and modeling linguistic terms. In solving fuzzy decision making problems, the earlier work came from [1], then from some symmetric [22] and non-symmetric models [5, 10, 11, 12, 15, 16] . The Diet Problem in chicken farm was successfully solved by using interactive FLP approach [2] . Blending Problem was solved using FLP approach and satisfactory trade-off between cost and quality had been achieved [4] and [9] . The financial problem was solved in [8] . The objective of this problem is to decide a maximum return by investing on security bonds. Zeleny [21] has proposed a simplified procedure for optimum design of system in a fuzzy environment. This design problem can be applied in many ways, such as inventory problem, just in time problem and waste management problem. FLP approach has been used with good level of satisfaction even though the constraints and objectives are fuzzy. Watada [17] has proposed one form of logistic membership function to overcome difficulties in using linear membership function in solving fuzzy decision making problem. Non-linear logistic membership function was presented by Vasant [18, 19] .
In this paper a methodology to solve fuzzy linear programming problem with logistic membership is considered. In section 2 the basic model is defined and the fuzzy inequality relations are demonstrated in subsection 2.1. Subsection 2.2 is dealt with the fuzzy objective function and its crisp equivalent system. Subsection 2.3 considered the decision methodology. In section 3 a numerical example of home-textile group is considered to illustrate the present contribution. The concluding remarks are made in final section 4.
INVESTIGATION OF THE MODEL
A conventional linear programming problem is given by
in which the components of 1×n vector C, m×n matrix A and n×1 vector b are all crisp parameters and x is ndimensional decision variable vector. This problem system (1) may be redefined in fuzzy environment with the reelaborated structure as follows:
variables having the logistic membership functions [23] as shown in Figure 1 and described by the above formulae.
The following points are to be clarified up when we replace system (1) by system (2), (i) Specification of fuzzy inequality relations and methodology to obtain its crisp equivalents. 
Therefore the system (3) and (4) may be written with an equivalent system as ( )
Conversion of fuzzy objective function
Let D is the aspiration of the objective function, which may be determined by maximizing 
Thus,
Final Formulation and Optimization
In finding compromise solution up to the DM's satisfaction, we now use Zadeh's min operator to combine the objective functions (4) and (9) 
The profit for a unit of sheet sale is around 1.05 Euro; pillow case sale is around 0.3 Euro and sheet of a quilt sale is around 1.8 Euro. This firm thinks to sale "approximately 25.000 units of sheet, 40.000 units of pillow case and 10.000 units of sheet of a quilt". Monthly working 17th IFAC World Congress (IFAC'08) Seoul, Korea, July 6-11, 2008 capacity and required process time for the production of sheet, pillow case and sheet of a quilt are given in Table 1 [6].
In this view, let's determine monthly production planning and profit of home-textile group. X 1 represents the quantity of sheet that will be produced, X 2 represents the quantity of pillow case and X 3 represents the quantity of a sheet of a quilt.
Considering the profit figures with logistic membership functions as given in Using above aspiration level in equations (6) and (7) the problem becomes: 
CONCLUSION
A A modified methodology has been developed to solve FLP (Fuzzy Linear Programming) problem with logistic membership function. The decision maker's credibility level is well considered in this process. Currently this research in progress towards the development of a new methodology for industrial management problems using the evolutionary fuzzy-neural approach with multi-media interactive technology in addition to the standard humancomputer work-load sharing.
